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Milgrom in 1982 could scientifically demonstrate the advantage of  English auction for art : “A model of  

competitive bidding is developed in which the winning bidder's payoff  may depend upon his personal preferences, the 

preferences of  others, and the intrinsic qualities of  the object being sold. In this model, the English (ascending) auction 

generates higher average prices than does the second-price auction. Also, when bidders are risk-neutral, the second-price 

auction generates higher average prices than the Dutch and first-price auctions. In all of  these auctions, the seller can raise 

the expected price by adopting a policy of  providing expert appraisals of  the quality of  the objects he sells.” 
 
His arguments and results are slowly reaching the community of  auctioneers since the late 2010s.  

2020 NOBEL PRIZE SHINES THE SPOTLIGHT ON AUCTION SALES 
 
Two American economists, Paul R. Milgrom and Robert B. Wilson, were awarded the Nobel in 
economic science this year for improvements to auction theory and inventions of  new auction formats. 
How does it relate to our photo auction and art auctions in general ?  
 
Auction has a long and crual history since Babylon, Antique Rome, Zanzibar or Colonial America, and 
to the most people, a modern civilized auction corresponds to a James Bond movie scene, held in a 
grand hall with bidders raising their handst under the guidance of  an auctioneer. 
 
As a young boy in Nebraska, Nobel prize Robert Wilson would rather go watch cattle auctions with his 
friends: “Us kids would just go over and sit in the bleachers. A cow would be pulled in and stand there while an oral, 

ascending auction of  subsequent bids was conducted until the auctioneer declared the cow sold.” 
 
AUCTION INTO THEORY 
 
Since the 1960s and 1970s, William Vickrey, Paul Milgrom, Robert Wilson and other scholars studied 
the revenue and efficiency properties of  various auction formats and developed what became known as 
auction theory (Wikipedia article is extensive).  
 
Four main models have been described as English auction for ascending live auction, Dutch auction for 
descending live auction, first or second price for written offers, bidders submit written bids sealed in an 
envelope without knowing the bid of  competitors. The highest bidder wins but the price paid is the 
second-highest bid, and the winner is sure at least somebody else was ready to pay the same price. And 
that is the main point, also in art auction, to avoid being suspicious of  being fooled. 
 
Economists have since resorted to various tools to propose optimal auction formats in terms of  personal 
values, common values, or added values: 
 
A private value varies across bidders or collectors, depending of  personnal tasta (like photographs) 
A common value is shared between all bidders (such as commodities like oil)   
Bidders may have both common and private values — when buying a house, for instance 
Information can be imperfect, on purpose or by lazyness 
Bids can be open, meaning everyone can see them, or closed 
Advertising, the more bidders, the higher auction results.  
Bidders may offer less than they think the object or service is worth when they are afraid of  overpaying 
— the winner’s curse — even more acutely when they are at an information disadvantage- lack of  
confidence has often proved to have strong effect on results in art auctions 

First modern times English auction in Moscow, 1988 with a sale of  Avant-Garde and Soviet Art



SUCCESS IF THE SMRA 
 
The SMRA method proved to be a huge success. In 1995, The New York Times called it “the greatest 

auction in history.” The method became the canonical format for auction of  multiple lots -  radio spectrum 
and 3G, 4G, 5G... licenses.  
 
Auction is becoming increasingly popular as a key method for allocating resources and price discovery, 
and effective auction mechanisms can answer increasingly complex economic scenarios. Congratulations 
to the new winners of  the Nobel prize.  
 
We will try to study in Senigallia under which conditions we can adapt SMRA in the reality of  art or 
photo auctions. For example when dividing the remaining prints in the atelier of  an artist. A programm 
of  formations with both real auctions and training auctins is in preparation. 
 
POST SCRIPTUM: What advice do Wilson and Milgrom have for scholars early in their career? 
 
Robert Wilson: “One piece of  advice would be if  you are going to be doing theoretical work make sure it’s strongly 

motivated by connections to practical things. Be involved in the real world and use that as the stimulus for your research.” 

 
Paul R. Milgrom: “My experience in auction consulting teaches that clever new designs are only very occasionally among 

the main keys to an auction’s success. Much more often, the keys are to keep the costs of  bidding low, encourage the right 

bidders to participate, ensure the integrity of  the process, and take care that the winning bidder is someone who will pay or 

deliver as promised.” 
 
Further reading: Paul R. Milgrom, Putting Auction Theory to Work, UCLA, 2003 
Paul R. Milgrom and Robert J. Weber, A Theory of  Auctions and Competitive Bidding, 1982

SIMULTANEOUS MULTIPLE AUCTION 
 
New categories such as the auction of  radio spectrum rights came in the US in 1993. With huge amounts 
and little comparables. Such auctions were also special in that multiple permits would be on sale 
simultaneously and the values of  different slices of  the spectrum could vary to different bidders. 
 
The simple solution  to divide the bundle into pieces and auction them off  one at a time was not valid 
when each permit was interdependent on others, especially in terms of  its value. Bidders were uncertain 
about getting enough of  the permits, and so cautious in their bidding that many permits ended up 
unsold (or bought it as we say in art auctions). 
 
Milgrom and Wilson offered an elegant solution: What if  the auction sold licenses all at once? 
 
In their auction design – called the Simultaneous Multiple Round Auctions (SMRA) – all items are put 
up for sale at once and buyers can bid on any subset of  items. Bidding is done in rounds. 
 
Every round, bidders discreetly place their bids separately on their favorite lots, all at the same time.  
 
At the end of  each round, the highest bid on each lot is announced and only the highest bid is revealed, 
providing bidders with information about each lot value. 
 
Next round will open with each lot’s starting bid at 5, 10 or 15 percent increment from the last round. 
Bidders have to be in the highest position or to actively propose higher bids for a certain proportion of  
lots if  they want to participate in the next round.  
 
The auction ends when there is no higher bid made for any lot. This method solves simultaneously 
several issues.  
 
Simultaneity. First, it solves the problem for auction items that are complements.   
 
Winner’s curse. Second, the multiple-round auction format gives out more information from their 
competitors to bidders and makes the results more effective, avoiding the fear of  paying too much.  
 
Rythm. Bidders have time between rounds to reevaluate their strategies with any new insights they’ve 
gleaned from other buyers in the previous round.  
 
Passive attitude. The starting price mechanism and the requirement of  minimum proportion bids 
imposes an “activity rule” where bidders must make credible bids every round.  



An Early Diorama: Campo Santo di Pisa, 1829 
Ranieri Grassi (active 1829-30s)   
Large engraving, 19x31 cm, hand colored by the artist, credit and title printed in the lower margin under the 
view: “Ranieri Grassi dis e incise, Veduta interna del Campo Santo di Pisa”  

120/150 eur 
First edition of  the Veduta interna, reprinted several times after 1831 in reduced format.  "Campo Santo" can be 

literally translated as "holy field", because it is said to have been built around a shipload of  sacred soil from Golgotha, brought 

back to Pisa from the Third Crusade by Ubaldo Lanfranchi, archbishop of  Pisa in the 12th century. The walls of  the vast 

structure were covered in over 2600 meters squared of  frescoes, a greater expanse than the Sistine Chapel. The earliest, attributed 

to Francesco Traini, were painted 1336/1341 in the south-western corner, the last by Piero di Puccio (up) and Benozzo Gozzoli, 

1389/1391.  
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BEFORE PHOTOGRAPHY 
DAGUERREIAN ATMOSPHERE 
 
— lots 1-9 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
BEFORE DAGUERRE : VISUAL BOLDNESS IN THE EARLY 
DAYS OF DARK ROMANTICISM 
 
Dark Romanticism is a literary subgenre of  Romanticism, re-
flecting popular fascination with the irrational, the demonic and 
the grotesque. Often conflated with Gothicism, it has shadowed 
the euphoric Romantic movement ever since its 18th-century be-
ginnings. 
 
Il Romanticismo nero è un sottogenere letterario del Romanti-
cismo, che riflette il fascino popolare per l'irrazionale, il demo-
niaco e il grottesco. Spesso in sintonia con il gotico, ha messo in 
ombra l'euforico movimento romantico fin dai suoi inizi sette-
centeschi.



Ruins of  an Abbey, 1832  
Michel Stapleaux (1799-1881)   
Drawing, 13x11,1 cm, signed in ink : “Ml Stapleaux, 1832”  

300/400 eur 
 
Belgian portraitist and history painter. He was the husband of  
the flower painter Louise Schavije and won two gold medals for 
history painting

Crypt, 1830 
François Dubois (1790-1871)  
Inkwash, 19,5x15 cm, signed “Dubois”  

600/800 eur 
 
Provenance : Rotschild collection, Hotel 
Lambert 
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5 4 Enchained 
Artist not identified   
Inkwash, 19x14,5 cm,   

600/800 eur 
 
Enchained when the door is open

Silhouette in Romanesque architecture 
Marc-Louis Arlaud (1872-1845)   
Drawing with watercolor, 12,5x9 cm, signed in ink: “Arlaud”  

300/400 eur 
 
Same provenance
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Inhospitable landscape  
Theodor Mattis (1789-1881)  
Ink wash, 19,5x13,7 cm, signed  “Th Mattis”  

600/800 eur 
 
Same provenance

The bridge over the torrent 
Augustin Thierriat, (1789-1870)   
Ink wash, 15,6x20,2, signed in ink  

400/500 eur 
Augustin Thierriat, painter and curator of  the museums of  Lyon. After 
the Terror, Augustin Thierriat, an orphan, was placed with a family friend, 
Alexis Grognard, who encouraged him to collect all sorts of  objects. A 
student at the Lyon School of  Fine Arts, he became a painting teacher at 
this establishment in 1823 and founded a specific school for designers of  
flowers and patterns for the Lyon textile industry. In 1830, he was 
appointed curator of  the museums of  Lyon. 
 



9 8 Pilgrimage, 1829 
Cheriau (dates) ?   
Ink wash 12x17 cm, signed in ink : “cheriau” 

600/800 eur 
 
Same provenance

Grotte de la Balme, East of  Lyon, c. 1830  
Ink wash, 12,8x8,8, titled and initialed, ink : “C.S.” 

300/400 eur 
 
Neanderthal men from the Middle Paleolithic period left flint tools and food 
scraps in the La Balme caves, one of  the Seven Wonders of  Dauphiné 



THE FIRST 75 YEARS 
I PRIMI 75 ANNI, 1839-1914 
— lots 10-65 
 
 
 
Daguerreotypists 
Antoine Claudet 
Richard Bear 
Rosa Bonheur 
Camille Corot  
Victor Hugo 
Charles Marville 
Tommaso Cuccioni 
Robert Turnbull Macpherson 
James Anderson 
Jules Itier 
Louis Igout 
Jacques-Ernest Bulloz 
Edward J. Steichen 
Isaac Roberts

La Fotografia e la piu bella delle collezioni  
 
Collezionare dagherotipi e una maniere elegante e poco costosa di avvicinarsi al 
mondo magico delle imagini materiali



German, 1850 
German daguerreotypist   
Sixth plate,7,2x5,6 cm  

180/200 eur 
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10 American, c. 1850 
American daguerreotypist   
Sixth plate, 6,8x5,2 cm  

180/200 eur 

Philadelphian, 1850 
Myron Shew (1821-1891)   
Sixth plate, 6,8x5,6 cm  

180/200 eur 
 
The gentleman hair puffs up.
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14 Brit, c.1847 
Antoine Claudet (1797-1867)   
Sixth plate, 6,7x5,7 cm  

180/200 eur 
 
A military expert could perhaps tell more from 
the buttons and jacket. 
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13 German Children, c. 1850 
German daguerreotypist   
Sixth plate, 6,9x5,6 cm  

180/200 eur 
 
 

Gentleman with Book, c.1851 
Antoine Claudet (1797-1867)   
Stereo daguerreotype, two sixth-plates, 7,7x6,5 and 
7,6x6,5 cm, blue retouche on the armchair and the 
book, gold retouching on the bookbinding, Claudet 
label at verso 300/400 eur 
 

Lady with Spectacles, c. 1844 
[Richard Beard (1801-1885)]  
Quarter plate, 10,5x7,5 cm, elegand purple case, 
signed on the inside of  the case in ink on a small oval 
paper label  “Ricahrd Beard Patentee”  

180/200 eur 
 
Richard Beard had several studios and a few 
operators and the actual name of  the ‘Beard patentee’ 
who made this daguerreotype is not known and the 
woman in the image is unidentified. 
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French Teenager, c. 1852 
French daguerreotypist   
Sixth plate daguerreotype, 8x7 cm, curious circle trace at the 
verso of  the plate, black glassframe  

400/500 eur 

18Defiance, Mother and Children, c. 1852 
French daguerreotypist   
Fourth plate daguerreotype, 10,5x7,5 cm,   

300/400 eur 
That stare of  the woman is intense. 
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Young Man with beard 
American daguerreotypist   
Sixth plate dagueereotype, 8,2x7 cm  

180/200 eur 

20Young Boy, 1840s 
Circle of  John Plumbe Jr (1809-1857)   
Sixth plate dagueereotype, 8,5x7 cm, “Plumbe’ mark 
on copper preserver, gold retouche on eight buttons  

200/250 eur 
 

In a short period of  time, Plumbe established a string of  

daguerreotype studios and galleries, all bearing his name. Visitors 

to the galleries could view photographic works, receive training, 

or pay to have their portrait taken. Images produced in the Plumbe 

studios were credited to "Plumbe," although the work was made 

by others, including his brother Richard Plumbe. "Each of  his 

galleries was staffed by a host of  operators, colorists, and artisans, 

and many notable daguerreotypists received their training or honed 

their skills in Plumbe's galleries, including Richard Carr, 

Marsena Cannon, Charles E. Johnson, Jacob Shew, Myron 

Shew, and William Shew.” (W.) 

19 Young Man, shaved 
American daguerreotypist   
Sixth plate dagueereotype, 8,2x7 cm  

180/200 eur 
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Tintype of  a Tintype, 1880s 
American Tintypist   
Full plate tintype, 18x12 cm, possibly the enlargement of  a 
tintype 

80/100 eur 
 
Lincoln popularized his dinstictive facial hair, “what became known 

as the chin curtain beard, a style where hair is grown along the jaw line and 

completely covers the chin”. 

22 Tiny Tin 
Chicago à Paris  
1/64 plate, 2,5x1,7 
cm, label“Photographie 

Chicago, [4]7 boulevard 

Sebastopol”  
20/30 eur 
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23 Chicoutimi Tintype, 1870s 
Chicoutimi, Saguenay studio   
Tintype, 9x6,4 cm  

30/40 eur 
 
The arrival of  the Canadian National Railway in 1893 stimulated the growth of  

Chicoutimi's pulp and paper industries, particularly mechanical pulp production. 

Japanese Tiger 
Japan, Meiji   
Hand colored photographic magic 
lantern slide  

20/30 eur 
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Rosa Bonheur’s live models: Horse, Chateau de By, c. 1865 
Circle of  Rosa Bonheur (1822-1899)   
Full plate ambrotype, 14,5x18,5 cm, inscriptions on frame verso by collector Gimon: “Richebourg - Rosa Bonheur”  

600/800 eur 
Why ? Whose ? Provenance : Gimon

27 

Rosa Bonheur’s live models: Sheep, Chateau de By, c. 1865 
Circle of  Rosa Bonheur (1822-1899)   
Full plate ambrotype, 14,5x18,5 cm, some losses in angles, inscriptions on frame verso by collector Gimon: 
“Richebourg - Rosa Bonheur”  

600/800 eur 
The NGA has a large ambrotype reproducing a 1857 portrait of  Rosa Bonheur by Dubufe with the comment: 
“Bonheur had learned the process of  photography in the 1850s and it is possible that she made this photograph.”  

26 



[Glass Negative] Outside Portrait of  a Teenager, 1861 
Alphonse Delaunay (1827-1906)   
Collodion on glass negative, 23,9x18 cm,  

300/400 eur 

29 [Paper Negative] Renaissance Windows with Bas relief 
French calotypist   
Waxed paper negative, 22x28 cm, small loss in lower right angle  

600/800 eur 
This negative format was familiar to several masters:  

28 



Camille Corot side-view, 1871 
Charles Desavary (1837-1885)   
Albumen print, 14,2x10 cm, cabinet card mount, 16,5x11 cm, 
credit and captions in pencil, verso, “Charles Desavary, artiste 

peintre, photo à Arras, 1871” “Collection Alfred Robaut”, ink : “Mr A. 

Robaut, 113 rue Lafayette” 
 

600/800 eur 
 
Unique vintage print known. Provenance : Alfred Robaut 
(1830-1909), who wrote the first attempt of  catalogue raisonné 
of  Camille Corot. 

30 [Cliché-Verre] Le Songeur, first state, first print, 1854 
Camille Corot (1796-1875)  
Vintage salt paper print from a collodion on glass cliché-verre, 14,5x19,1 cm, various techniques interventions 
during printing by the artist, signed on the negative, stamp: “H.M.P.”, verso, angles cropped  2.500/3.000 eur
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Provenance : Baron H. M. Petiet 
 
Right : comparing lines and details in the proposed 
first state (1854) and the last state (1921) of  the glass 
plate published in 40 copies by Sagot Le Garrec 
before its destruction in 1921. 



Old Town in Normandy 
Victor Hugo with  Charles Michelez  
Albumen print (1876) after an ink drawing 
(1866),20x12,5 cm, Michelez stamp on mount  

300/400 eur 
 
Provenance : Paul Meurice 

He Who Saw a Sarregousset 
Victor Hugo with  Charles Michelez  
Albumen print (1876) after an ink drawing 
(1866),12,7x9 cm, Michelez stamp on mount  

200/300 eur 
 
Victor Hugo had prepared ink drawings to illustrate 
the Toilers of  the Sea, but the publisher prefered a 
different illustration. Nevertheless Victor Hugo 
offered the original drawings to the BNF and had 
them replicated for his personal archive and library 
before the gift. Provenance : Paul Meurice 

32 
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Portrait of  Victor Geoffroy-Dechaume, c. 1867 
Charles Marville (1813-1879)    
Albumen print, 24,5x19,5 cm, photographer’s dry stamp on mount under his portrait  

1.500/2.000 eur 
 
Marville took very few portraits, only his professionnal circle. Identification of  the 
sculptor Geoffroy-Dechaume confirmed with a 1850 portrait a VGD : 

34 

Winemaking: Gently Crashing the Berries, Louvre, 1863 
Charles Marville  (1813-1879)     
Albumen print, 24,5x19,5 cm, photographer’s Louvre dry stamp on mount “Marville, photographe du Musée 

Impérial du Louvre”  
300/400 eur 

 
Gianpietro Campana’s collection of  Etruschan and Roman reliefs arrived at the Musée du Louvre in 1863, 
part of  the tiles were photographed by Marville who occupied then the official position of  photographer.

35 



Colosseum, c. 1855 
Not identified   
Albumenized salt paper print, 20,6x31 cm, doubled, and mounted, title, ink: “Colosseo” 500/600 eur 
 
“The name Colosseum, attested since the 6th century, is believed to be derived from a colossal statue of  Nero on the model of  the 

Colossus of  Rhodes.The giant bronze sculpture of  Nero as a solar deity - 30 meters high - was moved to its position beside the 

amphitheatre by the emperor Hadrian circa 125 AD... Despite its pagan links, the statue remained standing well into the medieval 

era and was credited with magical powers... The emperor Constantine the Great remodeled the statue's face as his own... 
 

Gladiatorial fights are mentioned until 435... Animal hunts continued until at least 523, when Anicius Maximus celebrated his 

consulship with some venationes, criticised by King Theodoric the Great for their high cost. Then, by the late 6th century. The 

arena was converted into a cemetery. The numerous vaulted spaces in the arcades under the seating were converted into housing and 

workshops, and are recorded as still being rented out as late as the 12th century. Around 1200 the Frangipani family took over the 

Colosseum and fortified it, apparently using it as a castle... Severe damage was inflicted on the Colosseum by the great earthquake 

in 1349, causing the outer south side, lying on a less stable alluvial terrain, to collapse. Pope Sixtus V planned to turn the building 

into a wool factory to provide employment for Rome's prostitutes in 1590...” (Wikipedia) 
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36 War Booties, Arch of  Titus, c. 1855 
Tommaso Cuccioni (1790-1864)  
Albumen print, 31,2x22,5 cm, stamp on mount 500/600 eur 
 
“Construction of  the Collosseum was funded by the opulent spoils taken from the 

Jewish Temple after the First Jewish–Roman War in 70 CE led to the Siege of  

Jerusalem. According to a marble block riddled with holes from the inlaid 
bronze letters of  a previous inscription, which can be reconstructed as 
having read: IMP CAES VESPASIANUS AUG AMPHITHEATRUM 
NOVUM EX MANUBIIS… FIERI IUSSIT, the emperor Vespasian ordered this 

new amphitheatre to be erected from his general's share of  the booty.” (Wikipedia) 



Immacolata inaugurata, Piazza di Spagna,  1857 
Circle of  Anderson   
Albumen print, 17,7x21 cm, mounted on bristol 

200/300 eur 
 
The column was dedicated on 8 December 1857. It celebrated the recently adopted (1854) dogma of  the 

Immaculate Conception. (Wikipedia)
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Fontana del Tritone, Roma, Winter 1855 
Robert Turnbull Macpherson (1814-1872)   
Large albuminized salt paper print from an albumen on glass negative, 28,2x36,5 cm, embossed stamp on 
mount, with negative reference number “40” in pencil, by the artist  

2.500/3.000 eur 
 
“Macpherson apparently did not complete his medical studies, and subsequently studied art at the Royal Scottish Academy in 

Edinburgh. In 1840 he left Scotland for Rome, Italy. In addition to painting, he worked there as an art dealer. His most notable 

acquisition was a large, dark panel which he purchased in 1846. After cleaning the piece, it was identified as The Entombment 

of  Christ, an unfinished work by Michelangelo. Macpherson smuggled the painting out of  Rome, and in 1868 sold it to the 

National Gallery in London for £2000. In 1851, having failed to achieve notice as a painter, Macpherson turned to the new art 

of  photography....” (Wikipedia)
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Foro Romano, vista generale verso il Tabularium, c. 1868 
Giuseppe Ninci (1823-1890)   
Large albumen print, 27x37,5, number in pencil, mount verso “33”, stamp on mount: “Stabilimento fotografico 

G. Ninci e C./ via S. Giuseppe n° 2 Roma”  
500/600 eur 
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Tevere all' altezza del Foro Boario, c. 1868 
Giuseppe Ninci (1823-1890)   
Large albumen print, 27,2x37,6, , number in pencil, mount verso “54”, stamp on mount: “Stabilimento fotografico 

G. Ninci e C./ via S. Giuseppe n° 2 Roma”  
500/600 eur 
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Pio IX’s Address to the City and the World 
Urbi et Orbi, San Pietro, April 1st, 1866 
Gioacchino Altobelli (1814-1878)

43 

42 Borghi Vaticani da Castel S. Angelo, c. 1854 
James Anderson (1813-1877)  
Albuminized salt print, 17,5 x 24,5 cm,  
  

300/400 eur 
 
 A different name in each country: James Anderson was born Isaac Atkinson in Blencarn, Cumberland, England 
and studied painting in Paris as William Nugent Dunbar. In 1838 he moved to Rome and began to produce 
sculpture as James Anderson, which remained his professional namein Italy, which is one of  the most common 
English names since 17th century with a famous free-mason, a Hudson's Bay Company executive and a 
Scottish lawyer. 

Large albumen print, 39,4x 26,5 cm, credit, title and date on mount: “1o Aprile 

1866” 400/500 eur  
“The Urbi et Orbi address and blessing is the most solemn form of  blessing in the Catholic 

Church, and is reserved for the most solemn occasions. Urbi et orbi blessings are given from 

the central loggia of  Saint Peter's Basilica in Rome, at noontime.   
The Roman Catholic Church grants a plenary indulgence by the willful grace and intent of  

the Pope, on the usual conditions, to those who "devoutly receive" the blessing that the Pope 

imparts Urbi et Orbi.”  

 

The photographer caught two young men who did not get the indulgence. 
 



Photographers’ Snipe Hunt : The Great Comet of  1858 
Saint-Germain en Laye photographer   
Albumen paper print, 19,2x26,5, titled on mount, pencil: “Comète de 1858” 

500/600 eur 
 
“Donati's Comet, is a long-period comet named after the Italian astronomer Giovanni Battista Donati who first observed it on 

June 2, 1858. By mid-August it had brightened sufficiently to be visible to the naked eye even in daylight. It remained a naked-

eye object until November for Southern Hemisphere observers. It was also the first comet to be photographed.”  
Photographer’s attemps were numerous ! Bewaree: “Usherwood's photograph has not survived”. The French  
photographer titled the albumen print with an absent subject as he could not catch the reluctant comete on 
his plate. A real fair player and a very nice collection subject indeed.

45 Paul Itier Dreaming, c. 1855 
Jules Itier (1802-1877  
Collodion on heavy glass negative, 24x18 cm, from a mettalic box 
labelled “Itier négatifs” by French biographer and collector Gimon  

600/800 eur 
 
Jules Itier married with Henriette de Brémond in 1847, and they had a 
daughter Henriette (born 1848) anda son  Paul-Jules (born 1849). 
Before, Itier had travelled a lot, taking sometimes photographs before 
anybody else. For exemple, Itier's daguerreotypes are the earliest 
preserved photographs of  China, 1843. 
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Karnak, c. 1890 
Not identified   
Cyanotype, 9,1 x 11,9 cm  

600/800 eur 
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Karnak, c. 1890 
Not identified    
Cyanotype, 9,1 x 11,9 cm  

600/800 eur 
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Equilibrium, Paris, c. 1877 
Louis Igout (1837-1881)   
Albumen print, 25,5 x 19,6 cm, numbered in negative : “K 120” 

700/800 eur 
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Nu académique, Paris, c. 1877 
Louis Igout (1837-1881)   
Albumen paper print, 26,2x19,5 cm, “K 208” 

400/500 eur 
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Pernot Ricard Muse, c. 1895 
French photographer   
Silver citrate paper, 18x13 cm  

200/300 eur 
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Masked Muse, c. 1895 
French photographer   
Silver citrate paper, 18x13 cm  

200/300 eur 
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Fiorentine Lace Model, 1870s 
Italian or Fiorentine photographer  
Albumen print, 25x18 cm, mounted on blank paper  

150/200 eur 
Possiblyexemples from Palazzo Pitti collections 

52 Escoffions and female medieval headwear, 1905  
Albumen print, labelled on mount : Musée de Cluny, 1905, owner stamp, verso  

300/400 eur 
 
Provenance : documentation of  French actress Suzanne Dumesnil from the Opera 
comique
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Ledoyen under snow, Champs Élysées, 1895 
L. M.  (18)   
Albumen print, 21x17 cm, titled in negative : “Effet de neige - Champs Élysées”  

200/300 eur 
 
Pavillon Ledoyen is one of  the oldest restaurants in Paris, situated since 1779 in the square 

gardens in the eastern part of  the Champs-Élysées, before the street's beautification.Situated in a 

two-storey pavilion with gardens, Ledoyen boasts three Michelin stars, like Uliassi in Senigallia.
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Royal Snow Sleigh, Linderhof, Bavaria, 1878 
Photographer to the King Ludwig II   
Albumen print, 30x42 cm, mount on bristol 600/800 eur 
 
“The neo-rococo designed carriage was used in the environs of  Linderhof  castle and Hohenschwangau. 

For the preferred nighttime sleigh rides of  Ludwig (1845-1886), affectionately known as the fairytale 

king,   the carriage was already fitted with electric lights.  The carriage was originally equipped with 

a battery under the drivers seat which would power the glass lamps at the front of  the vehicle. The 

footman, usually seated at the back of  the carriage, had a switch to help adjust the intensity of  the 

beam. The court's carriage manufacturer Johann Michael Mayer made sure to be handsomely paid 

for this splendid vehicle. He was given 140,000 German marks for the sled and a further 118,000 

German marks for the carriage frame.”   
Ludwig saw himself  as the "Moon King", a romantic shadow of  the earlier "Sun 
King", Louis XIV of  France. From Linderhof, Ludwig enjoyed moonlit sleigh rides 
in an elaborate 18th-century sleigh, complete with footmen in 18th-century livery.
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56 Rodin’s Buste d’Eve Fairfax, 1905 
Jacques-Ernest Bulloz (1858-1942)   
Carbon print,  33x27,5 cm, stamp : “J.E. Bulloz Editeur Paris”. Another print in Musée Rodin 
photographic collection (Ph.10249)   

300/400 eur 

Rodin, Le Songeur, c. 1903 
Jacques-Ernest Bulloz (1858-1942)   
Vintage silver print,  38x28,5 cm, stamp : “J.E. Bulloz Editeur Paris”.  300/400 eur 
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Spirit Photography: Bartholomé, 1902 
Edward J. Steichen (1879-1973)   
Platinum print, 15,5x18 cm, signed and dated in latin numbers, pencil on 
mount: “Steichen, MDCCCCII” 

12.000/15.000 eur * 
 
Provenance: French family of  the artist Albert Bartholomé.   
“The painter Bartholomé (1848-1928), grief-stricken at the death of  his young wife in 

1886, turned to sculpture at the urging of  his friend Degas” (notice of  the variant 
portrait, also a unique platinum print, MET Museum)
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The Bridge, London, 1906 
Alvin Langdon Coburn (1882-1966)  
Photogravure on Japan paper, stamps 200/300 eur 
 
Coburn felt that photogravure was his medium of  choice and was extremely picky 
about the results, which he printed himself.  See: Camera Work, July 1906 pl.V, and 
Margolis, Alfred Stieglitz Camera Work, A Pictorial Guide, p.46; Deraeve and 
Duvosquel, La Photographie d'Art vers 1900, p.78.  
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Nebulae in the Pleiades, 8 December 1888 
Isaac Roberts (1829-1904)   
Albumen print, 24x32 cm, credit, title and date printed on mount: “... exposure 4 hours...” 

400/500 eur 
 
In 1886 Roberts displayed his first photographs at the Royal Astronomical Society at Liverpool, of  which he 
was president. These images showed, for the first time, "the vast extensions of  nebulosity in the Pleiades and 
Orion."

61 Nebulae in Ursa Major, 31 March 1889 
Isaac Roberts (1829-1904)   
Albumen print, 24x30,1 cm, credit, title and date printed on mount: “Exposure 3 1/2 hours...”  

300/400 eur 
 
In 1883, Roberts began experimenting with astrophotography. He first used portrait lenses with apertures varying from ⅜ to 8 

inches (9.5mm to 203mm). Roberts was pleased with the results, and ordered a reflecting telescope with a silver-on-glass mirror 

of  20-inch diameter (100-inch focal length) from Howard Grubb and by 1885 he had built an observatory building to house it. 

He mounted photographic plates directly at the prime focus to avoid the loss of  light that would occur from using a second mirror. 

This allowed him to make significant progress in the then-developing field of  astrophotography. 
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The Great Nebula in Orion, 4 February 1889 
Isaac Roberts (1829-1904)   
Albumen print, 28,4x30,6 cm, credit, title and date printed on mount: “taken at Maghull... with exposure of  205 

minutes...”  
800/1.000 eur 
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The Dumb-Bell Nebula, 3 October 1888 
Isaac Roberts (1829-1904)   
Albumen print, 24,4x30,5 cm, credit, title and date printed on mount: “exposure 3 hours...” 

600/800 eur 
 
“The Dumbbell Nebula appears shaped like a prolate spheroid and is viewed from our perspective along the plane of  its equator. 

In 1992, Moreno-Corral et al. computed that its rate of  expansion in the plane of  the sky was no more than 2.3" per century. 

From this, an upper limit to the age of  14,600 yr may be determined. In 1970, Bohuski, Smith, and Weedman found an expansion 

velocity of  31 km/s. Given its semi-minor axis radius of  1.01 ly, this implies that the kinematic age of  the nebula is some 9,800 

years.” (W.)
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Transformation of  La Gaité Parisienne, 1910 
Chevojon (attr.)  
Large vintage silver print on mat paper, 23,4x29,3 cm, on grey mount  

300/400 eur 

65 La Gaité Parisienne became a Cinematographe, 1910 
Chevojon (attr.)  
Large vintage silver print on mat paper, 23,4x29,3 cm, on grey mount  

300/400 eur 
 
La Gaîté Parisienne (34, boulevard Ornano, 18e),  an ex-convent and former Music hall since 1896, “operated 

as a cinema from September 1910 to September 1911, under the aegis of  the Société générale d'attractions. The owner, Camille 

Révil, who then took over the establishment, announced that he would return it to its former destination, but ended up giving in to 

the pressure of  the cinema himself. In the inter-war period, it became the Ornano Palace and ended its career at the end of  1960.” 
(Jean-Jacques Meusy, Paris Palace ou le Temps des Cinémas, CNRS). 
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THE SHORT 20TH CENTURY 
IL BREVE 20° SECOLO,  1914-1989 
— lots 66-135 
 
 
Leo A. Leigh 
Fotografi militari 
Willy Kessels 
Lucien Roisin Besnard 
Théo Blanc et Tony Demilly 
Roger Parry 
Margaret Bourke-White 
Marcelle d’Heilly 
Jose Diaz Casariego 
Douchan Stanimirovitch 
Victor Six 
Serge Vandercam 
Robert Doisneau 
Jane Evelyn Atwood 
Gaston Xhardez 
Augusta Conchiglia 
Hector Garcia Cobo 
Max Sheler 
Anatoly Shishkov 
Jean Bécharde-Labarthe 
 

66 The Camera Club : The Water Wheel, 1935 
Leo A. Leigh (c. 1908-c. 1941)   
Exhibition platinum print on mat paper from a Leica negative, 29x37 cm, titled and signed in ink, mount 
verso and monogrammed under the print : “L.A.L., A.R.P.S.”, exhibited at the Camera Club  

300/400 eur 
 
“In 1908,the Camera Club moved to John Street, Adelphi buidings, where the club had excellent facilities, a billiard room, library 

and dining room. Despite slight bomb damage in the First World War, the club stayed there until further bombing in the Second 

World War in April 1941.”  
A biography of  Leo A. Leigh, friend of  “James Bond” character R.G.Lewis, a member of  the Camera Club 
and Associate of  the Royal Photographic Society (A.R.P.S.) was published in March 1942.



Fotodinamica  
Battaglia del Piave 
Domenica 16 Giugno 1918  
Laboratorio fotografico del Comando Supremo   
Large vintage carbon print, 40x59 cm, annotations: 
“Trombadori” (cancellato), “Battaglia del Piave, giugno 1918, 

Razzi e riflettori in azione sul fiume”, purple stamp: “Laboratorio 

Fotografico del Comando Supremo”, upper right corner, verso, 
small teras without paper loss  

1.000/1.200 eur 
 
Provenance : archivio del pittore siciliano vicino ai Futuristi, 
Francesco Trombadori (1886-1961) 
 
La prima guerra mondiale ha cambiato la storia del 
arte, spingendo in particolare molti aspetti della 
fotografia, la fotografia aerea si è sviluppata come 
una nuova visione, anche la fotografia notturna.   
Ovviamente, i grandi maestri della fotografia del 
800 avevano sperimentato  — pensiamo a Nadar in 
mongolfiera o nei sotterranei di Parigi gia negli anni 
1860 — pero dopo il conflitto mondiale, in ogni 
paese centinaia di operatori sviluppano le nuove 
tecniche. Sia nel campo della fotografia che del 
cinema, tutto rinasce diverso. 
 
The First World War changed the history of  art, pushing in 
particular many aspects of  photography, aerial photography 
developed as a new vision, also night photography.  
 
Obviously, 19th century masters of  photography had 
experimented - think of  Nadar in a balloon or in the 
underground of  Paris as early as the 1860s - but after the 
World War, hundreds of  photographers in every country 
developed the new techniques. Both in the field of  
photography and cinema, everything was reborn different. 
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69 WWI, Le Défilé de la Victoire 
Paris, 14 July 1919 
André Balleyguier and WWI pilot veterans   
Six vintage silver prints, 16,7x22,8 cm  

(6) 600/800 eur 
 
With a magnifying glass, one can see the American 
Stars and Sripes flags. An album of  reproductions 
was published and distributed without great success 
by the librairie de l’Ecole Polytechnique: “Vues 

aériennes du défilé de la victoire, 14 juillet 1919”.

68 Alsace, train blindé, 1917 
Jean, Auguste, Louis Joseph Martinotto   
Vintage silver print, 29x19 cm, Martinotto credit on mount  

120/150 eur 
 



Locomotine, c. 1935 
Willy Kessels (1898-1974)  
Vintage silver print on mat paper, 17x23 cm, blue “Rue Royale, Bruxelles” address stamp, verso  

400/500 eur 
 

“Trained as a sculptor, designer, and architectural draftsman, Kessels began making photographs in the mid-1920s. He first 

achieved recognition as a photographer with his inclusion in the First Photography International at the Palais des Beaux-Arts, 

Brussels, in 1932. Kessels used the photogram process to create an abstract photographic image without a camera by placing objects 

directly onto photosensitized paper.” (Metropolitan Museum, 150 years)
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Smart Antennas, c. 1930 
Willy Kessels (1898-1974)  
Vintage silver print on mat paper, 16,5x23 cm, blue “Rue André Hennebiq, Saint-Gilles” address stamp, verso  

400/500 eur 
 

“Willy Kessels is without any doubt the most important Belgian Modernist. He met Le Corbusier in 1928. He began his 

photographic career in 1929, considering this as a logical next step to his previous work. He saw in photography a modern means 

of  representing the world. Kessels was very active during the 1920's and 30's, contracting to photograph industrial installations 

and advertising campaigns.” (Anamorfose) 
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Aubusson tapestry manufacture, 1930 
Photographe de l’agence Lynx   
Vintage silver print, 22x18 cm, agence Lynx red stamp  

300/400 eur 
 
Tapestry manufacture at Aubusson, in the upper valley of  the Creuse in central 
France, may have developed from workshops first established by Flemings after Louis 
Ier de Bourbon, Comte de la Marche’s wedding with the Fleming Marie de Hainaut 
in 1310.
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Paris by Night, Eiffel Tower, c. 1937 
Parisian photographer   
Vintage silver print on glossy paper, 22,4x20 cm, initialed “Gc”, pencil, on mount recto  

300/400 eur 
 
Different position comparing with Pierre Jahan’s similar views at Centre Pompidou.
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Barcelona by Night, Montjuïc, Expo 1929 
Lucien Roisin Besnard (1876-1943)   
Large vintage exhibition print, 46x60 cm, printed label on mount “Barcelona, sorprendente 

iluminacion de la Esposicion, desde il Tibidabo”, photographer stamp   
400/500 eur 

 
While originally planned for 1917, the exposition was delayed due to World War I, and 
then by the dictatorship of  Primo de Rivera, finally occurring in 1929, coinciding with 
the Ibero-American Exhibition in Seville. Twenty European nations participated in the 
fair. The 1929 Exhibition had a great impact on the city of  Barcelona at an urban level. 
Its success was relative; during the event the stock market crashed in New York, on 29 
October 1929, which reduced the number of  participants in the event. 
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The 28th Searchlight Regiment of  the Royal Engineers, 1937 
Military photographer   
Vintage silver print on glossy paper, 15x20,7 cm, mimographed caption and Paris agency stamp  

300/400 eur 
 
“The Anti-Aircraft units were mobilised on 23 September 1938 during the Munich Crisis, with units manning their emergency 

positions within 24 hours... The emergency lasted three weeks, and they were stood down on 13 October. 
 

In June 1939, as the international situation worsened, a partial mobilisation was begun in a process known as 'couverture', 

whereby each Anti-Aircraft unit did a month's tour of  duty in rotation to man selected Anti-Aircraft gun and searchlight positions.  
 

On 24 August 1939, ahead of  the declaration of  war, Anti-Aircraft Command was fully mobilised at its war stations.” 

(Wikipedia)



Paris la nuit, Paris by Night,  
Rue Caumartin Dancings, 1930 
Paris photographer   
Vintage silver print, 16x22 cm, Agence Trampus label, verso  

300/400 eur 
 
Le Grand Ermitage Moscovite, 24 rue Caumartin opened between 1930 
and 1931, confirming the datation of  both the negative and the press 
print.
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Return of  the Fleets, Los Angeles Harbor, 28 March 1932 
Californian reporter and belinograph   
Vintage silver print, 20,4x 25,4 cm, mimeographed caption: “An Aurora Borealis of  Uncle Sam’s Sea Dogs... the huge 

searchlights were turned on for a period of  fifteen minutes as all of  the battleships assembled in the horbor for the event”, New 
York Press agency and Trampus agency stamps, verso  

100/150 eur 
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78 Le Chat, 1935 
Théo Blanc et Tony Demilly   
Vintage silver print, 23,5x24 cm, signed under the print with both names, pencil: “Blanc-Demilly”  

800/1.000 eur 
 

79 Nude Study, c. 1935 
Willy Kessels (1898-1974)  
Vintage silver print on mat paper, 
24x12 cm, “rue Hennebicq’ address 
stamp  

400/500 eur 
 



81 80 Lazy Solarisation,  
Saint-Tropez, c. 1931 
Victor Raybaud (active 1930s)   
Vintage silver print, 24x16 cm, name 
stamp “V. Raybaud”, technical annotations, 
red ink, verso: “Leica, image solarisée, 6 

seconds”  
200/300 eur 

 
Look at the hair, following the masters, the 
photographer solarized a small statue.

Rayograph 
Marocco, late 1930s 
School program (1930s)   
Vintage silver print, 17,5x12,5 cm, mount on wood 
pannel  

50/60 eur
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Smoking Dutchman 
Urk, 1937 
Roger Parry (1905-1977)   
Vintage exhibition silver print, 40x30 cm, 
estate stamp 

4.000/5.000 eur 
 
The photographer cropped the face of  
the young man from a group portrait to 
include this print in his exhibition at 
galerie Gallimard, Paris, 1938. 
 

83 82 Fisherman 
Urk, Noord-Holland, 1937 
Roger Parry (1905-1977)   
Vintage exhibition silver print, 40x28 cm, estate stamp on 
mount verso   1.200/1.500 eur 
 
Parry visited Urk and the Zuydersee, a few years after his trip 
to Tahiti through the Panama canal. He made his reportage 
about this land of  marshes, channels and recent polders, 
spending time with the inhabitants of  five old islands subsisting 
only on fishing.
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Parisian Family, Montmartre, c. 1930 
Circle of  Jean Peske (1870-1949)   
Large Fresson carbon print, 31,5x29,5 cm,   

1.200/1.500 eur
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Boy with a Bottle, Montmartre, c. 1930 
Circle of  Jean Peske (1870-1949)   
Large Fresson carbon print, 31,5x28,3 cm  

1.200/1.500 eur
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Amsterdam by night, 1937 
Roger Parry (1905-1977)   
Vintage silver print, 30x24 cm, estate stamp and title, pencil   

600/800 eur

86 87 Le Sanglier de Notre-Dame de Paris, 1938 
Roger Parry (1905-1977)   
Vintage silver print 29,8x22,5 cm, red stamp “Parry Photos 27bis rue Santos-

Dumont”  
600/800 eur
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The 1938 Munich Agreement, photomontage 
Roger Parry (1905-1977)   
Large exhibition silver print, estate stamp, noe in pencil, mount verso: “Les journalistes 

face à l’analyse” 600/800 eur 
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Josef  Stalin, Moscow, August 1941 
Margaret Bourke-White (1904-1971)   
Silver print on double-weight paper, 25x20 cm with white margins, 
printed 1961 for Life magazine/ L’Aurore, credited with initials, Life stamp, 
date stamp and various annotations, verso   

400/500 eur 
 
Elegant print, twenty years after Russian leader Joseph Stalin’s meeting 
with Harry Hopkins, adviser to Pres. Roosevelt, in his Kremlin office.



90 Wartime photography, Paris, 1941 
Marcelle d’Heilly (1907-1998)   
Vintage silver print, 19x18 cm, black stamp  

150/200 eur

Les Statues, composition allégorique, Paris, c. 1942 
Jean-Marie Auradon (dates) ?   
Large Fresson exhibition print on heavy velvet paper,  30x36 cm, signed and titled: “J. M. Auradon, Composition”, 
pencil, verso  

400/500 eur 
 
The fox stand still on two classic titles: Lewis Carroll, Alice au Pays des Merveilles, Appolinaire de Rhodes,  Jason 

et Médée 
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Anarchist militia man, 1936 
Antoni Campañà (1906-1989, attr.)   
Vintage silver press print, long caption, ink, verso: “Contraïdo el rostro en 

actitud avizora, sostenido el mauser con musculoso y firme brazo, el miliciano 

anarquista explora el horizonte. A su lado la bandiera Rosa-negra-sangre y muerte, 

lucha por los crimenes del Estado y la Burguesia y llama que quemara los cimientos 

podridos de esta sociedad - marca la ruta de la Revolucion Social” (Holding his face 

in a vigilant attitude, the anarchist militiaman explores the horizon, holding the mauser 

with a muscular and firm arm. At his side the black-pink banner - blood and death, 

fighting for the crimes of  the State and the bourgeoisie and a flame that will burn the 

rotten foundations of  this society - marks the route of  the Social Revolution)  
400/500 eur 
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“This was in late December 1936, less than seven months ago as I write, and yet it is a period that has already 

receded into enormous distance... I had come to Spain with some notion of  writing newspaper articles, but I had 

joined the militia almost immediately, because at that time and in that atmosphere it seemed the only conceivable thing 

to do. The Anarchists were still in virtual control of  Catalonia and the revolution was still in full swing.   

To anyone who had been there since the beginning it probably seemed even in December or January that the revolutionary 

period was ending; but when one came straight from England the aspect of  Barcelona was something startling and 

overwhelming. It was the first time that I had ever been in a town where the working class was in the saddle. Practically 

every building of  any size had been seized by the workers and was draped with red flags or with the red and black 

flag of  the Anarchists; every wall was scrawled with the hammer and sickle and with the initials of  the revolutionary 

parties; almost every church had been gutted and its images burnt. Churches here and there were being systematically 

demolished by gangs of  workmen. Every shop and cafe had an inscription saying that it had been collectivized; even 

the bootblacks had been collectivized and their boxes painted red and black.   

Waiters and shop-walkers looked you in the face and treated you as an equal. Servile and even ceremonial forms of  

speech had temporarily disappeared. Nobody said ‘Senior’ or ‘Don’ or even ‘Usted’; everyone called everyone else 

‘Comrade’ and ‘Thou’, and said ‘Salud!’ instead of  ‘Buenos dias’. Tipping was forbidden by law; almost my first 

experience was receiving a lecture from a hotel manager for trying to tip a lift-boy. There were no private motor-cars, 

they had all been commandeered, and all the trams and taxis and much of  the other transport were painted red and 

black. The revolutionary posters were everywhere, flaming from the walls in clean reds and blues that made the few 

remaining advertisements look like daubs of  mud. Down the Ramblas, the wide central artery of  the town where 

crowds of  people streamed constantly to and fro, the loudspeakers were bellowing revolutionary songs all day and far 

into the night. And it was the aspect of  the crowds that was the queerest thing of  all.   

In outward appearance it was a town in which the wealthy classes had practically ceased to exist... Practically 

everyone wore rough working-class clothes, or blue overalls, or some variant of  the militia uniform...
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94 Frente de Aragon, 1937 
Republican Photoreporter   
Vintage silver press print, 22,8x16,5, red stamp: “R.C.” and caption, pencil: “En el 

frente de Aragon. Soldados de la libertad despuestos a dar la vida para edificar una España nueva 

y digna de su pasado glorioso y de su magnifico porvenir.” 200/300 eur

93 Batalla de Guadalajara, 1937 
Jose Diaz Casariego (1896-1967)   
Vintage silver press print,  photographer’s red stamp  

400/500 eur 



95 Dunkirk, 1940 
No credit   
Vintage press silver print, 17,9 x 23,7 cm, caption: "Photo Taken trough a Porthole of  French Troops on Bomb-Damaged 

Docks among the Remain of  Stores after Nazi Attack, Dunkirk Harbour", 
 

300/400 eur

Wet Landing, Anzio Beach, Italy, January 1944 
Official US Army Signal Corps Photograph, graflex made  
Vintage silver enlargement, 24,6x32,8 cm, printed caption and credit on mount  

300/400 eur 
 
“The Anzio invasion began at 0200 on 22 January 1944 and achieved, General Lucas recalled, one of  the most complete surprises 

in history. The Germans had already sent their regional reserves south to counter the Allied attacks on the Garigliano on 18 January, 

leaving one nine-mile stretch of  beach at Anzio defended by a single company.” ( ) 
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7th Infantry Goes Ashore 
Kwajalein Atoll, 1944 
Official US Army Photograph  
Vintage silver enlargement, 24,6x32,8 cm, printed 
caption and credit on mount  

200/300 eur 
 
Provenance : US wartime exhibition program in 
movie theaters

97 Fuel Dump Fire 
Puruata Island, 1942 
Patrick O’Sheel (dates) ?   
Vintage silver enlargement, 24,6x32,8 cm, printed 
caption and credit on mount  

200/300 eur 
 
Provenance : US wartime exhibition program in 
movie theaters 
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99 Chars en cale, Saïgon, 1951 
Robert Bouvet (dates) ?   
Vintage exhibition silver print, 40x30 cm, credit 
and comment, pencil, verso:”Robert Bouvet. Photo la 

plus extraordinaire du mois” 
200/300 eur 

 
Robert Bouvet was reporter-photographer of  the 
French Expeditionary Force, during the Indochina 
War with Michel Aubin, Werner Bishop, Daniel 
Camus ... 
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Ceux de la Division Leclerc, 1944 
Douchan Stanimirovitch (1912-1978)  
Exhibition silver print, 40x30 cm, stamp, printed in 1964 for the SFP 
exhibition, stamp and title, ink, mount verso 200/300 eur 

100 Division Leclerc, Libération de Paris, aoùt 1944 
Douchan Stanimirovitch (1912-1978)  
Exhibition silver print, 40x30 cm, stamp, title, ink, mount verso, printed in 1964 for the 
SFP exhibition 200/300 eur 
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Sarcophagus in a European Museum, c. 1950   
Vintage silver print on doubleweight glossy paper, 23,5x30 cm,  titled, pencil, mount verso: “Masque de 

sarcophage” 200/300 eur 
 
The sarcophagus is one of  a group with plump, squarish broad faces, smooth unarticulated bodies that originate in the Memphite 

area and date, when their dates can be closely ascertained, to the time from the reign of  Psamtik II (ca. 595–589 B.C.) through 

the reign of  Amasis (570-526 BC). Several of  them may have been produced by the same workshop; this one bears a strong 

resemblance to one in Leiden datable by his name to the reign of  Amasis. Technically the sarcophagus is one of  the masterpieces of  

late Egyptian hard-stone carving.  
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Styloniscus manuvaka, Canoe Bug, Woodloose 
[Rapa Nui, Easter Island] Brussels ? 1940s 
Willy Kessels (1898-1974)  
Vintage silver print on doubleweight glossy paper, 23,5x17,5 cm, two stamps verso, 
one dry stamp in upper left corner 300/400 eur 
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Tortoise at the Antwerp Aquarium, c. 1955  
Victor Six (1903-1989)   
Vintage exhibition silver print on baryta paper, 29x39 cm, credit, verso 
 
Après la période de l'occupation et de la Libération vient le temps de la reconstruction. Le Zoo et ses visiteurs débordent de vitalité 

et d'optimisme. A cette période, le Zoo même prenait la caméra en main. Un groupe d'amateurs passionnés, parmi lesquels le 

pharmacien caméraman Victor Six, produisit une centaine d'heures de matériel, en majorité des courts documentaires ou des exercices 

d'observation des différents animaux vivant dans le Zoo.  
300/400 eur 
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Playing Tortoises at the Antwerp Aquarium, c. 1955  
Victor Six (1903-1989)   
Vintage exhibition silver print on baryta paper, 29x39 cm, credit, pencil, mount verso 
 
Un groupe d'amateurs passionnés, parmi lesquels le pharmacien caméraman Victor Six, produisit une centaine d'heures de matériel, 

en majorité des courts documentaires ou des exercices d'observation des différents animaux vivant dans le Zoo.  
 

400/500 eur 
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Photographic Manifesto, CoBrA, Brussels, 1949 
Serge Vandercam (1924-2005)   
Vintage silver print, 30x24 cm, red stamp 

2.000/3.000 eur 
 

Unique vintage print of  a European vernacular photographic manifesto.
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Il CoBrA è stato un movimento d'avanguardia europeo attivo per un breve periodo 
dopo la seconda guerra mondiale, dal 1948 al 1951. Il nome è stato coniato da Christian 
Dotremont dalle iniziali delle capitali, città natale dei membri: Copenaghen (Co), 
Bruxelles (Br), Amsterdam (A). Formati da una dottrina unificante di completa libertà 
di colore e di forma, oltre che dall'antipatia per il Surrealismo, gli artisti condividono 
anche l'interesse per il marxismo e il modernismo.   
Serge Vandercam divenne immediatamente nel 1948 membro del CoBrA, attivo come 
principale fotografo del CoBrA. Vandercam lavorò negli Ateliers du Marais, esposti a 
Liegi nel 1951, e collaborò regolarmente con Christian Dotremont.   
CoBrA was a European avant-garde movement active for a short period after WWII, from 1948 to 
1951. The name was coined in 1948 by Christian Dotremont from the initials of  the capitals, 
members' home cities: Copenhagen (Co), Brussels (Br), Amsterdam (A).  
This international movement of  artists who worked experimentally evolved from the criticisms of  
Western society and a common desire to break away from existing art movements, including 
"detested" naturalism and "sterile" abstraction.   
Experimentation was the symbol of  an unfettered freedom, which, according to Constant, was 
ultimately embodied by children and the expressions of  children.  
COBRA was formed by Karel Appel, Constant, Corneille, Christian Dotremont, Asger Jorn, and 
Joseph Noiret on 8 November 1948 in the Café Notre-Dame, Paris, with the signing of  a manifesto, 
"La cause était entendue" ("The Case Was Settled"), drawn up by Dotremont. The name of  the manifesto 
was a play on words from an earlier document signed by Belgian and French Revolutionary 
Surrealists in July 1947, entitled "La cause est entendue" (The Case Is Settled).  
Formed with a unifying doctrine of  complete freedom of  colour and form, as well as antipathy 
towards Surrealism, the artists also shared an interest in Marxism as well as modernism. Their 
working method was based on spontaneity and experiment, and they drew their inspiration in 
particular from children’s drawings, from primitive art forms and from the work of  Paul Klee and 
Joan Miró.  Cobra is nicknamed The Last Avant-garde Movement of  the Twentieth Century.  
Serge Vandercam became immediately in 1948 a member of  CoBrA, active as the main CoBrA 
photographer. Vandercam worked in the Ateliers du Marais, exhibited in Liege in 1951, and worked 
regularly with Christian Dotremont. 
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Maison de la Radio,  
Paris, c. 1955 
Et. Laszlo de Kászonjakabfalva   
Vintage silver print, 18x24,5 cm, stamp  

150/200 eur 
 
“Built in the shape of  huge ring 500 meters in 

circumference, with a central utility tower, the 

Maison de la Radio houses the administrative 

offices, broadcasting studios, and performance 

spaces for all of  Radio France's national stations 

and its four permanent ensembles. The building 

was designed by Henry Bernard and completed 

in 1963.” (Wikipedia) 

109 [Men in Black] New York World’s Fair, 1964 
New York photographer   
Vintage silver print, 20,5x25,5 cm, address stamp and title, ink: “N.Y. World’s Fair” 150/200 eur 
 
“The World Expo Observatory Towers were observatory stations open during the 1964/1965 New York World's Fair in Flushing 

Meadows. In the Men in Black series, the towers were actually interstellar spacecrafts once piloted by a group alien refugees known 

as the Baltians. 'It is the Eiffel Tower of  Queens,' says Matthew Silva, who's making a documentary about the pavilion in Queens' 

Flushing Meadows Corona Park, comparing it to a remnant of  the 1889 Paris Exposition that was also threatened with demolition 

before it was saved... the restoration is expected to be completed in early 2021.” (W.)
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Maison de la Radio,  
Paris, c. 1955 
Et. Laszlo de Kászonjakabfalva   
Vintage silver print, 18x24,5 cm, stamp  

150/200 eur 
 



110 Walk on the Wild Side of  Avallon, 1950 
Pierre Kill (Acallon)  
Vintage silver printon glossy paper, 40x30 cm, address stamp  

100/150 eur 

Notre-Dame de Paris by Night, 1949 
Ititials E. D.   
Vintage silver print on glossy paper, 39x48 cm, dated and initialed: “E.D. 1949”  

200/300 eur 
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112 Nicolas Schöffer,  
Kinetic Sculpture, 1963 
Robert Doisneau (1912-1994)   
Three vintage silver contact prints, c. 18x12 
cm with black margins, stamps  

 
(3) 1.200/1.500 eur 

 
The sculpture is set on a base which contains 
the mechanism and the electronic brain. 
The plates are operated by small motors 
located under their axis. Photo-electric cells 
and a microphone built into the sculpture 
catch all the variations in the fields of  color, 
light intensity and sound intensity. All these 
changes occasion reactions on the part of  
the responsive sculpture.  

The Beggar Artist, rue Visconti, 1948 
Robert Doisneau ( 1912-1994)   
Silver print, 25,5x20,5 cm, printed mid 1960s, photographer’s red stamp, and negative number: 
“15106”, pencil, verso 400/500 eur 
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All is Fine, Rue des Lombards, Paris, 1977 
Jane Evelyn Atwood (born 1947)    
Vintage silver print, printed by Georges Fevre, 1979, 40x30 cm with 
margins, signed, recto,, dated, initialed, long detailed notice by John G. 
Morris, ink, verso  

800/1.000 eur 
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Zadkine, 1962 
Gaston Xhardez (1924-1996)   
Vintage silver print, 40x30 cm, red stamp, verso  

200/300 eur
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“Vota Comunista” Mexico, 1976 
Hector Garcia Cobo (1923-2012)   
Vintage Mexican silver print, 25x20 cm, address stamp, verso 300/400 eur  
“Héctor García family was extremely poor. He received little formal education as a youth, with his mother 

teaching him how to read. At age seven, he hitchhiked his way to Veracruz...” (Wikipedia) 
 
 

116 117 Siqueiros with nicotine, 1970 
Augusta Conchiglia (b. 1948)   
Vintage Italian silver print, 28,5x22 cm, address stamp, verso 200/300 eur  
“Giornalista, fotografa e co-regista di documentari. La svolta della carriera avviene nel gennaio del 

1968 quando decide di partire per l’Angola per testimoniare la guerriglia... ”  (collez. D. Pizzi)



Civil Rights 
Max Sheler (1928-2003)   
Vintage German silver print, 29x21 cm, three stamps (one canceled), verso  

1.000/1.200 eur 
Max Sheler was a good friend of  Robert Capa. 
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Barry Goldwater Presidential Campaign, 1964  
Max Sheler ( 1928-2003)   
Vintage German silver print, 18x29 cm, two stamps verso 

1.000/1.200 eur 
 
Amid growing popularity in the southern states in the early 1960s, Goldwater had been anticipating and looking forward to an 

"issue-oriented" campaign against Democrat John F. Kennedy, a personal friend of  his. Goldwater, who was an aviator by hobby, 

wished to fly about the country in an attempt to revive whistle stop train tour-style debates. Kennedy's assassination in November 

1963 dashed Goldwater's hopes of  an election contest between himself  and his friend and political rival. Nevertheless, Goldwater 

officially announced his candidacy for the presidency in January 1964 from the patio of  his Arizona home. Following a battle with 

moderate and liberal Republicans, Goldwater won the party's nomination for president. 

 

Goldwater consistently refused to moderate his views, which alienated a significant portion of  the more moderate wing of  the 

Republican party from his campaign. With the assistance of  the media, who in large part also had an unfavorable opinion of  

Goldwater, President Johnson used this fissure in the party to portray him as an extremist.  In the general election, Goldwater lost 

in a landslide to Lyndon Johnson, carrying only six states to Johnson's 44 and 38% of  the popular vote to Johnson's 61%.
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New York, 1962 
Douchan Stanimirovitch (1912-1978)  
Vintage exhibition silver print, 40x30 cm, various stamps, verso  

300/400 eur 
 
With a recent copy of  the exhibition catalogue: “Magie de New York”, présentation de 
Waldemar Georges, Société Française de Photographie, Paris, avril-mai 1963. 
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Fifth Ave, New York, 1962 
Douchan Stanimirovitch (1912-1978)  
Vintage exhibition silver print, 40x30 cm, various stamps, verso, with a copy of  the 
1963 exhibition catalogue: “Magie de New York”  

400/500 eur 
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123 122 Earl Leaf  in Hollywood, Dec 1961  
Vintage silver print, 24x19 cm, cropping lines recto, stamps, annotations and caption in ink, verso: “The Wacky 

Wonderful Wared Earl Leaf, please credit Elton Sernell’ 200/300 eur 
 
Earl Leaf  (1905-1980) was “raised in San Francisco and jumped around working as a cowboy, sailor, prospector, dude rancher, 

harvest hand, actor, teamster, bookkeeper, Salvation Army cadet, musician, Nevada politician, and a Reno-based journalist. In 

1936 he covered the second Sino-Japanese War in China, and interviewed and photographed Mao behind communist lines. Leaf  

made it back to the states in 1940 and eventually found his place in Hollywood shooting up-and-coming stars. His career ramped 

up and he went on to be the Beach Boys main band photographer.” (SF Gate)

Soviet Premier Nikita Exchanged Smiles with Jacqueline 
Vienna, Austria, 3 June 1961  
Vintage silver print, 23x18 cm, multipledate stamps, Tokyo bureau printed label, verso  150/200 eur 
 
The Berlin Question—whether or not the U.S. would allow the USSR to sign a separate peace treaty 
with Berlin—dominated Khrushchev and Kennedy's debates at the Vienna Summit. The signing of  a 
separate peace treaty with Berlin did not appeal to American policymakers, who felt comfortable with 
the division of  Germany and Berlin itself. The Berlin Wall was built two months later.
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Brandmauer Gavan, Vasilievski Island, Leningrad, 1975 
Anatoly Shishkov (1951 - 2016)   
Vintage Sovietic silver print, 18,5x26 cm, green stamp, signature, title and date, ink, verso  

200/300 eur 
 
Underground of  Leningrad, exposition Russian museum, palace edition 2007, page 218.  
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War To Be ? Discussion in the USSR Forest, 1963 
KGB Photographer  
Vintage Russian silver print, 33,4x30,5 cm, no stamp, no caption, blank verso  

300/400 eur 
Provenance : Personnal archive of  a KGB photographer, Moscow



Far side of  the Moon, 20 July 1965 
Soviet Zond 3 Space Probe (18 July 1965 - 3 March 1966)   
Small portfolio with seven leaves, 20x20 cm, three silver prints,  four typo leaves,  dedication, signarture 
and date, blue ink, electric blue plastic sleeve 300/400 eur 
 
“To test telemetry, the camera film was rewound and retransmitted in mid-August, mid-September, and finally on October 

23 at a distance of  31.5 million km (19.6 million mi), thus proving the ability of  the communications system.[1] The 

subsequent transmissions were also at progressively slower data rates but higher quality.” (Wikipedia) 
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Earth's clouds as seen from the STS-5 space shuttle, 1982 
Joseph P. Allen and STS-05 crew    
Large vintage kodachrome print, 40x50 cm with horizontal white margins, watermark “this paper manufactured 

by Kodak”  
600/800 eur 

 
An iconic view of  the Earth atmosphere attributed sometimes to Johnny Mackintosh, the fictional hero of  a 
series of  books by English novelist Keith Mansfield: “He tried to squeeze her hand but his body went into spasm and he 

found himself  on the floor of  the lift, looking down at the curvature of  the Earth beneath him. All his life he’d wanted to witness 

that view, to be entering space. He closed his own eyes hoping he’d wake up to see it properly...”
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Body Movement Analysis,  
Soviet Union, 1960s 
Chronophotography Operator   
Twenty numbered contact prints on two large 
sheets of  photographic paper, 30x40 cm  

(20) 200/300 eur 
 
The chronophotographic sequence read from 
right to left, from top to bottom.
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Golden Shot Put 
Roma Olympics, 1960 
Strobe Photographer   
Vintage silver print, 20,5x26,5, credit and title, verso: 
“USA Bill Nieder, Gold”, “Stroboscope”  

300/400 eur 
 
“The men's shot put throwing event at the 1960 Olympic 

Games took place on August 31. 24 athletes from 16 nations 

competed. The event was won by Bill Nieder of  the United 

States. Bill broke the Olympic record first, putting the shot 

18.67 metres in his first throw ... his fifth went 19.68 metres 

to win the gold medal and finish with the new record.” (W.)
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131 American Drivers, 1961 
Californian or Hollywood photographer   
Vintage US silver print, 17x20 cm, date satmp and newspaper copyright stamp: “Esta foto es propiel El Universal”, 
“26 Oct 1961” verso  

200/300 eur 
 
Why ? Whose ? Provenance :  

Striking One Another, Sumotori, Japan, c. 1960 
Sumo wrestling photographer   
Vintage Japanese silver print on baryta paper, 24x30 cm 

60/80 eur 
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On the fairground 
Street Photography   
Two French vintage silver prints on 
“postcard” photographic paper, 14x9 cm, 
on an album page  

(2) 30/40  
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Distorsion, Galerie des glaces, Bruxelles, 1960 
Gaston Xhardez (1924-1996)   
Large vintage Belgian silver print, 39x30 cm, red stamp 400/500 eur



Lyrisme, Selfie, c. 1967 
Jean Bécharde-Labarthe (1905-2002)   
Vintage silver print, 12,5x9 cm with lower margin, inscription in ink verso: “Lyrisme”  

300/400 eur 
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With a Book, Selfie, Agen, 30 juillet 1970 
Jean Bécharde-Labarthe (1905-2002)   
Vintage silver print, 12,5x9 cm with lower margin, date and inscription in ink verso: “Dans 

un coin de grenier Louis XVI, il fait plutôt chaud mais en hiver il y a -4°”  
300/400 eur 

Magistrate of  province, friend of  Jean Cocteau and several writers of  the Southwest of  
France, discreet contemporary of  Pierre Molinier, Jean Becharde-Labarthe realized in the 
greatest secrecy a personal work evaluated to a succession of  232 self-portraits or selfies 
in chosen attitudes. The portraits proposed here come from the artist's archives and each 
one is only known in a single silver print, generally in 13x9 or 15x10 cm format. 
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ITALIAN PROPOSITIONS 
FOTOGRAFIA ITALIANA, SENIGALLIA 
— lots 136-145 
 
Federico Patellani 
Renzo Tortelli 
Mario Giacomelli 
Alfonso Napolitano 
Mario Dondero 
Ferruccio Ferroni 

L’attesa, Roma 
Federico Patellani (1911-1977)   
Vintage Italian silver print, 24x30 cm, address stamp, French title, pencil: “Rome”  

300/400 eur 
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La lezione di danza 
Roma, c. 1960 
Roman Photographer   
Vintage silver print, 20,5x25,5, Swiss agency 
stamps, “Comet Zurich”  

 
200/300 eur
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Seminarist playing football, c. 1950 
Roman Photographer   
Vintage Italian silver print, 18x24 cm, “Roma Press Photo” and “Agence Lynx” stamps  

200/300 eur 
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Il cane, Scanno 1957 
Renzo Tortelli (1926-2019)  
Italian exhibition silver print, printed 1970s, 30x40 cm, stamps, title, date, ink, verso, signature, title, pencil, 
mount recto  

1.500/1.800 eur 
 
Renzo Tortelli is a an intersting example of  Mario Giacomelli’s artisticdiffuse influence on his neighbors and 
on the inhabitants of  Senigallia. “Nel 1957 Tortelli condividerà con Giacomelli un evento importante della Storia della 

Fotografia italiana viaggiando e fotografando assieme a Scanno, piccolo paese in Abruzzo, dove Mario Giacomelli scattò la fotografia 

icona poi riconosciuta in tutto il mondo Il Bambino di Scanno. La documentazione e gli scatti di quel viaggio (e di quello successivo 

del 1959) sono uno dei nuclei più preziosi conservati nell’archivio Renzo Tortelli.” (Wikipedia IT) 
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Donne di Scanno, 1957 
Mario Giacomelli (1925-2000)   
Exhibition silver print, 30x40 cm, printed 
circa 1974, annotated by the artist in ink: 
“1957/59”, title stamp: “Scanno” and “Via 

Mastai” address stamp    2.500/3.000 euro 

141Uomo di Scanno, 1957 
Mario Giacomelli (1925-2000)   
Exhibition silver print, 40x30 cm, printed 
circa 1974 on Agfa paper, annotated by 
the artist in ink: “1957”, title stamp: 
“Scanno” & “Via Mastai” address stamp    2.500/3.000 euro
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Paolo Volponi premiato tre volte, 1965-1975-1991 
Mario Dondero (1928-2015)   
Three silver prints, 23,5x18, 26x20, 30x18 cm, printed 1991 by Dondero for Il Manifesto, signature, titles and 
dates in ink or pencil on versos, one stamp “Il Manifesto”, small defects with local paper loss on verso 
 (3) 300/400 eur 
 
Three portraits correspond to three important prizes received by Volponi :  
 

1965, premio Strega per La macchina mondiale,  
1975, premio Viareggio per Il sipario ducale,  

1991, premio Strega per La strada per Roma
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Mario Dondero, Tolentino, 2013 
Alfonso Napolitano (born 1950)   
Inkjet fineart print, 40x30 cm, unique, signed and dated, verso  

200/300 eur 
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The Runaway Bride (La sposa fuggita), Senigallia, 1985 
Ferruccio Ferroni (1920-2007) 
 
Exhibition silver print, printed 1985, 29x39 cm, signature, title, stamp and annotation, verso:  “La sposa fuggita, 

Stampa eseguita dall’autore nel 1985”. 
 
Ferruccio Ferroni documented every print he made himself. 
 

1200/1500 eur
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Paesaggio Marino, Senigallia 
Ferruccio Ferroni (1920-2007) 
 
Exhibition silver print, printed 1995, 30x40.5 cm, signature, 
title, stamp and annotation, verso:  “Stampa eseguita dall’autore 

il 21.2.1995”. 
 
Ferruccio Ferroni documented every print he made himself. 
 

1200/1500 eur
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può regalare una sua opera, in quel caso la dona-
zione è indicata sotto la descrizione del lotto. 

Articolo 7. Il prodotto a beneficio della Città sarà 
versato entro tre mesi da ogni asta all’Associazione 
Culturale “Sena Nova”, via Oberdan 3, Senigallia 
a titolo di elargizione benefica. Questi soldi possono 
essere investiti per arricchire le collezioni di fotogra-
fia pr -digitale del Comune di Senigallia (stampate 
prima del 1989), o per la creazione di un premio 
sulla fotografia e sugli studi di storia della fotografia.  

Ogni compratore puoi chiedere che la sua dona-
zione elargizione benefica sia riservato alle 
acquisizioni o alla creazione di un premio denomi-
nato “Premio La Muta”. 

Articolo 8. Le acquisizioni possono essere effet-
tuate sul territorio del Comune dalle famiglie, alle 
fiere e nei mercati oppure durante le aste, o dai visi-
tatori che vengono a Senigallia per presentare 
proposte ai responsabili delle acquisizioni. 

Articolo 9. Il venditore paga il 20 % del prezzo 
battuto per le varie spese, per ogni lotto venduto. Se 
non si vende, non ci sono.  

Articolo 10. Il prezzo minimo di inizio asta coin-
cide con il prezzo base.  

Pertanto un lotto valutato 300/400 euro non sarà 
proposto a meno di 300 euro.  

I lotti invenduti possono essere negoziati il giorno 
successivo - di solito una domenica - attraverso 
offerte chiamate “after sale”. Le offerte leggermente 
inferiori al prezzo base sono accettate previo 
accordo con il venditore. I compratori pagano la 
stessa quota  a beneficio delle collezioni del 
Comune di Senigallia. 

Articolo 11. Nelle descrizioni sono verificati i dati 
seguenti: identificazione, attribuzione, data della 
stampa, firme, timbri ed annotazioni, provenienza. 

CONSIGNED IT è un’asta di beneficenza a sos-
tegno del patrimonio culturale del Comune di 
Senigallia.  

Articolo  1. Si organizzano aste specializzate in 
fotografia sotto il nome di CONSIGNED.it nella 
città di Senigallia . 

Articolo 2. L’Associazione Culturale “Sena 
Nova”, beneficiario dell’operazione, aiuta per la 
promozione e la logistica. 

Articolo 3. Le aste propongono sia fotografie da 
collezione che altre arti visive, sia pre-digitali che 
contemporanee. I lotti sono meticolosamente des-
critti e presentati con un catalogo cartaceo e un 
sito online.  

Articolo 4. Le opere proposte sono selezionate 
per la loro qualità e rarità. L’organizzatore, sup-
portato da un comitato scientifico, si riserva la 
possibilità di accettare o scartare un lotto. 

Articolo 5. Quando il compratore si registra, 
accetta di dare in beneficenza una parte cono-
sciuta solitamente come diritti d’asta, a beneficio 
del patrimonio fotografico di Senigallia, Città 
della Fotografia. Questa quota è il 20% del prezzo 
battuto per ogni lotto. Il compratore può chiedere 
che sia resa pubblica la sua donazione.  

Articolo 6. Il venditore, per esempio un artista, 

CONSIGNED IT, a benefit auction in support of  
the cultural heritage and photographic activities 
of  the Municipality of  Senigallia.  

Article 1. Two auctions specialized in photogra-
phy are organized in the city of  Senigallia under 
the name of  CONSIGNED.it every year. 

Article 2. The Associazione Culturale “Sena 
Nova”, beneficiary of  the operation, helps for pro-
motion and logistics. 

Article 3. The auctions offer both collector's pho-
tographs and other visual arts, both pre-digital and 
contemporary. The lots are meticulously described 
and presented with a printed catalogue and an on-
line site.  

Article 4. The proposed works shall be selected 
for their quality and rarity. The organizer, suppor-
ted by a scientific committee, reserves the right to 
accept or reject a lot. 

Article 5. When he registers, the buyer agrees to 
give to charity the part usually known as auction 
rights for the benefit of  the collections of  the City 
of  Senigallia. This share is 20% of  the price bea-
ten for each lot. 

The buyer may request that his donation be made 
public.  

Article 6. The seller, for example an artist, may 
give away a work of  his, in which case the dona-
tion is indicated below the description of  the lot. 

Article 7. The product for the benefit of  the City 
will be paid within three months from each auc-
tion to the Cultural Association "Sena Nova", via 
Oberdan 3, Senigallia as a charity gift. This money 
can be invested to enrich the collections of  pre-di-
gital photography of  the Municipality of  Senigal-
lia (printed before 1989), or for the creation of  an 
award for photography and studies in the history 
of  photography.  

Each buyer can ask that his donation be reserved 
for acquisitions or the creation of  a prize called 
"La Muta”. 

Article 8. The acquisitions can be made on the 
territory of  the Municipality by families, at fairs 
and markets or during auctions, or by visitors who 
come to Senigallia to present proposals to those 
responsible for acquisitions. 

Article 9. The seller shall pay 20 % of  the ham-
mer price for the various expenses, for each lot 
sold. If  it is not sold, there are no fees.  

Article 10. The minimum price at the start of  the 
auction coincides with the basic price.  

Therefore a lot valued at 300/400 eur will not be 
offered for less than 300 eur.  

Unsold lots can be traded the next day - usually 
on a Sunday - through bids called "after sale". Bids 
slightly below the basic price will be accepted with 
the agreement of  the seller. Buyers pay the same 
fee for the collections of  the Municipality of  Seni-
gallia. 

Article 11. Descriptive data are carefully  veri-
fied: identification, attribution, date of  printing, 
stamps, signatures, annotations and provenance. 

 
CONSIGNED IT



Il compratore riceve un certificato e ha un periodo di 
un mese per contestare con pertinenti argomenta-
zioni la descrizione.  

Articolo 12. Le aste sono organizzate il sabato 
pomeriggio.  

Orari: dal lunedi precedente al venerdì, dalle 10 alle 
13 e dalle 16 alle 19. Il giorno dell'asta dalle ore 10 
alle ore 13. Durante la domenica che segue l’asta, 
oltre le offerte sui lotti invenduti, si procede alla ven-
dita dei lotti di valore contenuto proposti fuori 
catalogo. 

Quando possibile, una mostra parziale è organizzata 
a Parigi o a New York nel mese precedente l’asta. 

Articolo 13. L’asta è accessibile online con la 
compagnia Francese Drouot Digital. Si accettano 
anche offerte al telefono o per mail durante la setti-
mana precedente.  

Le offerte ricevute vengono registrate e il giorno 
dell’asta si parte già dal prezzo più alto offerto. Il 
battitore annuncia allora la migliore offerta. 

Articolo 14. Le fotografie vendute per più di 13.500 
euro necessitano di un permesso per uscire dal terri-
torio.  

L’organizzatore assiste i clienti fin dove possibile.  

Articolo 15. Modulo antiriciclaggio. Ogni acqui-
rente europeo deve accettare di conformarsi con la 
vigente normativa antiriciclaggio (Decreto Legislativo 
231/2007). 

Articolo 16. Il calendario, i risultati, i cataloghi pas-
sati, saranno sul sito consigned.it  

Il tribunale competente è quello di Ancona.  

CONSIGNED.IT  di Serge Plantureux, 
Via Maierini, 19 - 60019 Senigallia (AN) 
Partita IVA IT 02804640429 

The buyer receives a certificate and has a period 
of  one month to contest the description with rele-
vant arguments.  

Article 12. Auctions are organised on Saturday 
afternoons.   

Viewing: The exhibition and the public visit lasts 
5 days plus the morning of  the auction, from 10 
am to 1 pm and from 4 pm to 7 pm. On the Sun-
day following the auction, in addition to the bids 
on unsold lots, the sale of  lots of  contained value  
will also take place. 

Whenever possible, a partial exhibition is organi-
sed in Paris or New York. 

Article 13. The auction is accessible online with 
the French company Drouot Digital. We also ac-
cept bids by phone or email during the previous 
week.  

Bids received are recorded and the highest bid 
price is taken as the starting point on auction day. 
The hitter then announces the best bid. 

Article 14. Photographs sold over 13.500 euros 
require a permit to leave the territory.  

The organiser assists customers as far as possible 
free of  charge.  

Article 15. Anti-money laundering module. 
Every European buyer must agree to comply with 
the current anti-money laundering legislation (Le-
gislative Decree 231/2007). 

Article 16. The calendar, the results, the past ca-
talogues, will be on the site consigned.it 

The competent court is Ancona.  
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